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dissertation will be archived and made available online for future generations of scientists. This is an
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Submission:
It is important when submitting your dissertation to RePub to carefully indicate which parts of your thesis
may be published immediately and, if applicable, which parts should be published at a later date i.e. be
placed temporarily under embargo.
The digital version of your doctoral thesis must meet the following conditions:
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•
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It is completely identical to the printed thesis, e.g. title, number of chapters, content, pagination
and layout. The digital file or files must contain:
• the cover page;
• any sections covered by an embargo;
• any appendices or supplementary material.
The files must be saved in PDF or PDF/A format. To facilitate further processing of the submitted
files, they must be editable. Please do not submit password protected files.
The cover page may be saved in any standard image format e.g. BMP, GIF, JP(E)G, PNG or TIFF.
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By signing this form, I, […….name PhD student…….] and my Promotor, […….name Promotor…….],
grant permission to the Erasmus University of Rotterdam (The Netherlands) to store the electronic
copy of my dissertation, […….title dissertation…….] in RePub, the University’s digital scientific
archive, and make it available online. The (expected)* date of my Graduation is dd/mm/yyyy.
*delete as appropriate.
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Additional Notes
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If you make use of the services of a printing company or desktop publishing company, then it
might be worthwhile, especially in the case you have made use of option B above, to ask them to
prepare a complete PDF of your dissertation and, as an extra, a version with all chapters as
separate PDF's.
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